Dealing with Maps

Creating/Saving a new map
In a previous session we learnt about the process of creating maps using some data layers.
In the following figure, you can observe a map with three data layers including two vector layer
and a raster layer. Once you organize the layers and finished with the layer styling; you need
to save the map at first.

The created maps can be seen in Explore Maps section.

Publishing a new map
Once you saved your map; it is possible to publish it in order to use it in any other web site.
By doing this, you can display your map in any web server hosted anywhere in the world.
Once you click on “Publish Map” option you would get a URL of the published map as shown
in the following image.

Now you can copy and paste the generated HTML code and place it in any web page.
Please check the following sample HTML code
<TABLE width="900" >
<TR>
<img src="logo.jpg" width="900" height="80" align="left"">
</TR>
<TR>
<iframe style="border: none;" height="400" width="600"
src="http://203.159.29.6/maps/29/embed"></iframe></br>
</TR>
</TABLE>

This code is included in a web page call “geonode.html” and it is running in a different
server. Check the URL of the following image.

In this way, you can make your map available in any web site running anywhere in the world.
Further, if you publish a map in this way; people would only be able to view your map but
would not be able to download the data.

Printing Maps
To original Scale
It is possible to print the maps available in Explore Maps sections. Go to the Map View and
click on “Print” icon. First let us try to print the above map to its original scale. Observe the
scale of the original map and that of the map print preview. The preview picks the closest scale
of the original map.

In the map preview, you can select the paper size (only A4 and legal), Resolution (75 dpi, 150
dpi, 300 dpi). Also you can select whether to print the legends or not. You may update the
Title and abstract of the image.
In the generated map, you can find map elements such as Map Title, Map Body, Map Scale,
Legends, Scale Bar, Abstract of the Map etc. Find below the printed map of the above example
to its original scale.

To a Smaller Scale
Now, if you want to print a small area of the map; you need to zoom in to the interested area.
There are different scales available in the map preview. You need to select suitable scale in
order to show the interested area. Simply zoom in or zoom out may not work well. It is
recommended to zoom in to the interested area of interest by changing the map scale from
the preview window. You may pan it to the correct area after selecting the desired scale.

The above figure shows a printed map of a smaller area of the same map we printed earlier.
GeoNode printing module help you to print a map up to 1:25000 map scale. In the above
figure, the scale is set to 1:200000 while in the original map preview it was 1:500000. Following
is the map print of 1:200000 scale of the same map.

To a Larger Scale
If you need to print a larger area of the earth surface, you need to select a larger scale. But
there is a maximum limit in GeoNode printing module which is 1:4000000. So it is not possible
to print larger areas such as continents using this option.

Open Maps on Google Earth
Using Google Earth Plugin
It is possible to open any data layer or a map on Google Earth. GeoNode is provided with a
plugin to open any map on Google Earth without even downloading it. You need to have
Google Earth installed in your machine.

As a KML
Alternatively, you can download the KML format of a data layer and open it on Google earth Client.

